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eMeds eDAN Overview 
A new eDAN is now available via PPM+. This offers clinicians more information and is 

more efficient for nurses, prescribers and pharmacy staff. 

Below is an explanation of the new eDAN and how to complete this. On your ward list you will notice 

there is a new ‘eDAN’ column 

From this column you can see what 

stage the eDAN has reached 

If you hover your mouse 

over this icon it gives you 

more  information  
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eMeds eDAN Overview 

The chart below gives a full explanation of each icon  

More indepth information can be accessed to check the status of an outstanding eDAN .   

To do this follow the steps below. 
Step 1 

Click on the icon in the eDAN column for 

the relevant patient 
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eMeds eDAN Overview 

Step 2 

Click on the timeline tab 

This will show a useful timeline 

of events; the time each stage 

was completed and by whom 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

‘Ward check’ will appear in this column when 

the eDAN has reached the stage requiring the 

nurse to check medications and complete the 

eDAN 

Step 1 

Click on this box to 

access the eDAN 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

There are 5 steps to an eDAN which can be seen here. Green sections indicate the steps 

that have been completed, blue indicates the current step and grey  indicates the steps  

outstanding  

Step 2 

In order to complete the eDAN launch the discharge 

planning form by clicking this blue button 

Step 3 

Click the drop down box and select the patients discharge destination from the list 

Note: If usual place of residence is selected the patients address  at time of admission will be added to the eDAN 

automatically 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

Step 4 

Insert the patients discharge address here 

Step 5 

You can then choose to save draft or submit.   

If you are happy with the information inputted click submit 

As you have completed this stage you will see that the previous 

instruction has been scored out.   

The date and time this was completed can also be seen 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

Step 6 

When the discharge medication has arrived onto the 

ward click this green button to review and complete 

the eDAN 

The screen below will then appear.  This is an opportunity to review the discharge planning, medication and 

allergies 

Step 7 

Use the  scroll bar to view all the 

information  

Step 8 

When you are happy with the information, and 

have checked the discharge medications, click this 

button to continue 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

A copy of the eDAN needs to be sent to the patients GP.  If the GP is  in the Leeds 

area this will be done automatically  by the system.  In this instance ‘Send eDAN to 

GP’ will be scored out as shown below and no further actions will be required 

Note: If the patients GP is from out of area you will be directed to print a fax copy of the eDAN at 

this stage so this can be forwarded on 

Step 9 

To print the eDAN click 

here 
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

Step 11 

Select the number of copies you 

require (usually 2) and click print 

A copy of the eDAN can then be seen.  Two copies of the eDAN are required; one for the patient and one 

for the medical notes 

Step 10 

To print  click this button  
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Completing an eMeds eDAN 

The eDAN has now been completed.  This can be seen on the ward view.  
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

There may be occasions when you are required to recall an eDAN to the pharmacy stage, for 

example if a discharge medication is missing.  

The steps required to do this are shown below. 

After the Discharge Planning Form has been launched 

and completed the next stage would be to review and 

complete the eDAN 

Step 1 

When the discharge medication has arrived onto the ward 

click this green button to review and complete the eDAN 
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

If at this stage you note that there are discharge medications missing from the 

stock sent from pharmacy or medications to be taken from ward stock are 

unavailable the eDAN can be recalled back to pharmacy  

Step 2 

Click cancel 

Step 3 

Click other actions 
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

 

Step 4 

Select recall to 

pharmacy stage  

Step 5 

Click to confirm you would like 

to recall the eDAN to pharmacy 

You will now note the task bar has returned to 

the pharmacy stage  

At this stage you are required to ring pharmacy to advise them you have recalled the eDAN back to them  
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

On the ward view an exclamation 

mark will now appear in the eDAN 

column alongside the stage that the 

eDAN is at    

If you hover over this 

icon more information 

will appear 

When pharmacy have amended 

the eDAN and it is ready for the 

ward check again this will appear 

in the eDAN column  
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

Step 6 

To continue with the eDAN 

click on this icon 

 

Step 7 

Click on the green button to 

review and complete the eDAN 
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Recalling an eMeds eDAN 

When viewing the eDAN it will state which version you are reviewing, a different version will be 

created following any amendments made. 

The eDAN can now be completed as normal  


